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Abstract 

Future applications of shulaiors in process control will see activities with high return on investment in 
areas such as concurrent engineering, hardware-in-the-loop controller testing, process fault detection, and 
Internet-retrievable simulation models and tools. These applications are based on advancing technology in 
the field of simulation technology. In this paper, the advancing technology will be reviewed, and 
projections to future uses of simulators in process control will be made. 
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Introduction 

Future applications of simulators for process control will be driven by advancing capabilities in simulation 
technology. Much of this advancing capability is the direct benefactor of advancing computing 
technology. However. some advances have been pioneered for the art of simulation itself. Future 
appiications of simulatorsin prOc5iSs c o ~ ~ l w i l l s e e a c t i v i i i e s w i t h - h i g h ~ ~ r n ~ n v e s ~ e n t  in areas such 
as concurrent engineering, hardware-in-the-loop controller testing, process fault detection. and Internet- 
renievable simulation models and tools. 

_I__-___-.-I -.- 

Advancing Capabilities 
In the past, custom real-time computers had to be developed from the ground up for demanding simulation 
applications. Today, because of rapid growth in computational speed. available microprocessor 
technology can be built upon for simulation uses. In some cases, this technology is making once only 
theoretical applications a reality. . ~ ~ .  ~-~~ .. ~ ~ - .~ ____~ ~~~ ~ 

Computing- Tecfmology_ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ -~ -~~ ~- 

___ - -~ 

~ .. ~ ~ ~.~ . - ~ .. . . ~  ..~ ~___.  ~- ~. ~ ~ -- ... ~ - .~.. - .~ ~~ ~. ~~ ~. ~ ~ ~- ~ 

... .. ~ ~. 
~ - . . .~  

Iritelli~ent i/O. 
The National Science Foundation is sponsoring a grant to implement asynchronous updating in real-time 
simulators. The updating is not restricted to integer multiples of the base update rate. The proposed 
technique, under development by Applied Dynamics International, uses an intelligent inputloutput (VO) 
processor card to predict outputs and update the outputs more frequently than the update rate from the 
simulation processor executing the model. When the actual output is received from the simulation 
processor, the intelligent 110 board will correct its output and use that information for its next prediction. 
The new technique will allow off-loading of the simulation processor to larger time steps, thus making it 
possible to process a more complex model. It will also allow variable-step-size integration aIgorithms in 
real-time simulators, and the simulation p.roc-ess.or_can bevnburdenedto .dealwitkintermpts.anbother__--_-_ 
asynchronous events. In the past, real-time simulators have been restricted to fixed-size integration steps, 
and could not perform much asynchronous processing. 

- .. __ . 

!'en, High SDeed Simulation. 
At the Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville. Alabama, it is finally becoming possible to perform digital. 
hardware-in-the-loop simulations of the most computational demanding military- and space-related 
systems. In the past, the fastest portions of these systems could only be simulated using analog systems 
because the computational load exceeded existing technology. Bench-marking reports of new systems 
tested there indicate that simulation frame-times are on the verge of breaking below the 10 ps level for 
models with significant complexity. Digital simulation is preferred over analog simulation because digital 
systems are more repeatable over time. Analog systems are subject to parameter drift and errors due to 
temperature effects and component tolerances. Digital systems are more easily reconfigured by simply 
changing software as compared to patch panels or hardware redesign required by analog systems. 

..ldvanced Networking. 
Advances in network technology are making it possible to link computers together to share data at 
increasing speeds. This enables multiple computers to work in parallel to simulate more complex systems. 
It also enables more convenient connections between a simulator and a controller when performing 
hardware-in-the-loop testing. Three types of network interfacing applicable to simulation will be reviewed. 

A bus adapter or shared memory. as shown in Fig. 11. is an interface that connects two computer buses at 
the physical layer. Typically, a block of memory from one bus is mapped to a block of memory on the 
other bus. The two systems continue to operate independently and asynchronously, communicating by 
data transfer through common memov. Dual port RAM enables the interface to appear as local memory to 
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both systems. Physically, this interface comprises an interface card in each chassis with a connecting 
cable. A wide variety of these devices is available for connecting different standard buses. Bus adapters 
have been used in flight simulators, fossil-fuel power-plant simulations. and in the semiconductor 
manufacturing industry to simulate robotic manipulators. 

i 
Controller Platform 1 

I 
Simulator Platform 

Fig. 1. A bus adapter can be used to share memory between a control system and a 
simulator platform. 

Reflective memory is a high speed data network between computers. It differs from networks such as 
Ethernet in that it is faster and is deterministic. meaning that an upper bound can be placed on data 
transmission time. Reflective memory is sometimes referred to as a real-time local area network. When 
data is written to reflective memory by one processor. it is distributed to all nodes on the network where it 
appears as local memory. Each node of the reflective memory is dual-port RAM to enable asynchronous 
access. The physical network layout is usually a ring configuration. 

Reflective memory is currently used in aircraft. ship, submarine, and power plant simulators. Because it 
allows shared memory benveen multiple nodes. processing for the simulation model is often distributed 
over more than one node. This interfacing solution is useful for complex models with large computation 
requirements. Reflective memory provides a path for expansion as models become more complex and 
begin to push the limits of single processor simulators. 

A data broadcast network is similar to a reflective memory nenvork. except that data is broadcast to all 
nodes simultaneously instead of serially. as it is with reflective memory. These networks, which were 
pioneered by Electronic Associates. Inc. (EAI). are currently in use for military simulations where data 
transfer speed is critical. The nenvork architecture requires a point-to-point connection between each node 
and every other node as shown in Fig. 32. which shows the architecture of the hardware-in-the-loop 
simulator from EA1 Simulations Associates. Inc. The advantage of data broadcast nehvorks over other 
interfacing solutions is speed. The data broadcast network was actually developed for use in simulations 
because no commercially available solution was fast enough to support the distributed computing required 
by the model. Data broadcast networks provide a further path for expansion beyond reflective memory. 
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Ethernet 1 VME Bus 

Fig. 2. The data broadcast system allows extremely quick, real-time memory updates 
among the various parallel processors running a simulation. 

Internet Techno1o.w. 
The Internet is becoming an increasingly useful tool for sharing and acquiring information. As bandwidth 
increases, the Internet has the potential to play a key role in process simulation. Real-time games played 
over the internet, such as racing, are currently very popular. These games are based on dynamic models 
which in some cases are more complex than those used in process control systems. 

Siinulation Teclinology 

Inteeration al.qorithms. 
Integration algorithms are used to solve a function in time, given the differential equation for the variable 
of interest. Because most continuous, dynamic systems can be represented by differential equations. 
integration algorithms are used often by simulators to solve for the variable of interest. Runge-Kutta is 
probably the best known integration algorithm. It is reasonably efficient and a big improvement over the 
basic Euler method for the same step size. We will review the Runge-Kutta algorithm, to place it in 
context, before moving to a newer method. 

The Runge-Kutta method is still a good algorithm when high accuracy not required. It bases its update for 
the new value of a function y at the new time interval n+l, indicated byyn+r by combing the results of 
Euler-like estimates. For clarity, a differential equation function is shown in Fig. 33 that is not a function 
ofy. In this case, only one evaluation is necessary at the midpoint. In a normal fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
algorithm. where the derivative o fa  dynamic system is a function ofy as well as time, two evaluations 
would be performed at the midpoint. In the first step of the Runge-Kutta algorithm, the past valuey, is 
used to obtain the derivative at time step rtP This derivative is used to extrapolate a midpoint value and a 
value at rn+l fory. given as k, in the figure. In step two. the derivative is found at the midpoint value and is 
used to tind k?, another extrapolation of!. from ttl to m + l .  In step three. the derivative is found at til., and is 
used to find k3. the final extrapolation ofy from ril to f i l + l .  The result is obtained by a weighted average in 
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which the midpoint extrapolation is weighted four times and each endpoint's extrapolation is weighted 
once. 
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Fig. 3. The Runge-Kutta integration alzorithm evaluates the derivative at the midpoint and each end- 
point and bases the new solution on a weighted average of extrapolated values. 

A newer algorithm', named after its originators R. Bulirsch and J. Stoer of Germany, is gaining popularity 
---rlnd-may-replace-the-Runge-Rutta-algorit~-in-the-~~re-as-the-integration-algori~~o~choic~becaus~of 

its advantages. The Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm is competitive with, if not superior to. Runge-Kutta and more 
advanced methods such as predictor-corrector algorithms. Although the Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm is not 
for non-smooth functions. it provides high accuracy solutions with minimal computation. Like the Runge- 
Kutta method. the Bulirsch-Stoer method makes multiple evaluations per time step. However. in the 
Bulirsch-Stoer method. enough evaluations are made to extrapolate a fit hnction (usually a polynomial 
function) to the solution for a step size of zero. A standard series is used for the subdivisions of the overall 
time step, such as {2,4,6, 8. ... 3 .  For example, the time step is split into two subdivisions and an estimate 
of the solution is made. The time step is then divided into four subdivisions and an estimate of the 
solution is made. The two estimated solutions are fit to a polynomial function that finds the extrapolated 
solution for an infinite number of intervals. The extrapolation process also provides an estimate of the 
error. If the error is within tolerance. the algorithm proceeds to the next time step. If the error is not within 
tolerance. the next number of subdivisions. e.g., six. is tried and the process is repeated. using the new and 
previously estimated solutions for the extrapolation polynomial function. This process is shown in Fig. 
44. The evaluations required can vary depending on the smoothness of the function. Additional 
computation is required over the Runge-Kutta method at each time step. but very large overall step sizes 
can be used: therefore. in the end. it is usually computationally more efficient than the Runge-Kutta 
method. 

1 
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Y 

Series of solution estimates are fit to a function to 
extrapolate to the solution form intervals 

A 

Legend: Step 1 (2 intervals) 
Step 2 (4 intervals) 
Step 3 (6 intervals) 
Extrapolated Solution 

Fig. 4. The Bulirsch-Stoer integration technique makes multiple evaluations using different interval 
subdivisions and extrapolates a solution to a step size of zero. 

Discrete-Event Simulation. 

In the past, most process-control-related simulations were concerned with continuous-time simulation. 
Modern discrete manufacturing facilities are becoming more and more interested in discrete-event 
simulation. Discrete-event simulation has been available for computing-task-related simulation for a few 
years. Simulation tools with discrete-event capability are just becoming available in simulators designed 

diagram editor and userhesource queuing tools. 

Stateztrans.ition-diagrart-editors-allow the user to model a process bv what state the-prosess is in and by 
events that cause a transition from one state to another.’ The states are usually represented by bubbles and 
the transition events are represented by connecting lines from one state to another. Sometimes a transition 
event does not change states as in Fig. 33 where pushing the emergency stop button has no effect while in 
the idle state. The use of state-transition diagrams allows the behavior of a process to be dependent on the 
state. For example, in the hypothetical state diagram below. an autoclave is used to melt and vaporize 
material out of cylinders enclosed in the autoclave. In the standby state. where the cylinders are being 
either heated or held at standby temperature, the thermodynamics ofthe process are different than in 
process state. where material is being vaporized from the cylinders. because of the increased heating load 
when vaporizing the material. Therefore. the tuning of the temperature controllers may be different in the 
two states. A process simulator with a state-transition-diagram editor allows different dynamics to be 
assigned to different operational states of the same process. 

. ~~~ for process simulation. Two types of discrete-event simulation toolspre available: the state-transition 
, ~ . ~ ,. . ~ _ .  ~ 
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Initial 
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Fig. 5 .  A process simulator with a state-transition-diagram editor allows different dynamics to be assigned 
to different operational states of the same process. 

Userhesource analysis tools analyze queuing systems that can be characterized by a collection of resources 
and tasks using these resources.' This type of tool also has roots in modeling of computing tasks. but has 
applications in discrete manufacturing as well as a host of various indusmal operational models. The 
modeling tools allow resources to service tasks in many priorities such as first-come-first-served. infinite 
servers, last-come-first-served, preempt-resume, processor-sharing, and round-robin with time slice. 
System parameters such as response times. utilization rates. queue populations. and throughput rates can be 
assessed. Probability distributions and task attributes such as creating, terminating, and delaying can be 
changed. A hypothetical home-brewing operation is shown in Fig. 66. Probabilities can be assigned that 
bottles entering the process are new bottles requiring removal ofthe original label or re-used home-brew 
bottles that have already had the label removed. The frequency of bottles entering the process can be 
increased or decreased. At the bottle filling station. userhesource queuing modeling tools can be used to 
prioritize filling of 12-oz. bottles over pint bottles and to watch the effect on the respective two queue 
sizes. The effect on the queue sizes and overall throughput rate of losing a lager bottle filler can be 
assessed. 
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New Bottles 

Re-Used Bottles 

12-02. Bottles 

Fig. 6 .  Queue modeling tools enable study of shared resources with multiple users. 

Svstem Identification. 
The data handling and computing 
capability available today enables 
sophisticated empirical model 
development methods that, in the 
past, were too arduous to perform 
by hand. Tools are available with 
today's simulators to help gather 
perturbation data from a process 
and develop empirical models 
that. given enough oversight. are 
of much higher fidelity than 
models developed from first 
principles or any other method. 

The concept behind system 
identification. as shown in Fig. 
77. is that a model of a process 
can be developed from empirical 
data by obtaining the input to and 
output from a process, given a 
prototype mathematical model of 

Process Model 

ig. 7. System identification tools can be used to develop empirical 
rocess models based on actual process response data. 
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the process.' If the user has some knowledge of the process. it is recommended to try to fit the data to a 
prototype model ofthe process. This approach is called a white-box method. For circumstances in which 
rhe user has little knowledge of the dynamics of the process. a neural-network-type model is recommended. 
This is called a black-box method. Historically, the results of this method are less robust for situations 
where the model may encounter data from outside its learning set. There is much research ongoing to 
make neural networks more robust in the process control environment. 

The theory of system identification has been around for a long time. I t  has only been recently that these 
theoretical tools have become practicable. however. because of the large amount of data processing 
required. The use of wavelets. on the other hand. is a new theoretical tool that can be used in system 
identification. 

Future Applications 

Future applications of simulators will be based upon the emerging technology reviewed in the last section. 

Concurrent Engineering 
An activity that requires a high degree of effort by a design organization, but not without a rewarding 
return on the investment is concurrent engineering. From a control engineer's viewpoint, this design 
paradigm is based upon the principle that the process and the associated control strategy are designed in 
parallel before the process is built. Trade-off analysis is performed between conflicting criteria of the two 
designs. Dynamic process simulators are combined with traditional static simulators to assess transient 
behavior and controllability of the process as well as the traditional steady-state solutions. 

In the semiconductor industry, new designs for fast-ramp vertical furnaces required the wafer temperature 
to ramp up at a rate of 75"Fhin followed by little overshoot during the subsequent oxide growth period 
that requires a constant temperature. SEMATECH, which sponsored this effort, has been an aggressive 
proponent of model-based design activities. Without concurrent engineering, where a thermodynamic 
model of the furnace was combined with a dynamic model of the control algorithm. the furnace would not 
have met specifications. 

Controller Testing 
Using simulators to test control systems will see more applications in industries that have typically not used 
this technique in the past. The aerospace and automotive industries. for example, are very aware of the 
benefits of using this technique. The semiconductor industry is just beginning to realize the benefits of 
simulator-based controller testing. This technique should prove beneficial because it has been shown that 
-10% of failures of semiconductor manufacturing equipment is a result of controller software problems.' 

Simulator-based control system testing removes control system software development fiom the project 
critical path. It also eliminates competition with other design disciplines for access to the process during 
control system testing and debugging. 

A test using a simulator can be more comprehensive than a test using the actual process. The test can also 
be automated. Using a simulator. the normal safety or process operational limits are not a concern. so the 
virtual test can transcend those limits, if necessary. to provide a more robust test. Less is spent on test 
consumables such as process gases. utilities, and raw materials because the virtual test uses none of these. 

Simulator-based controller testing will never completely replace testing on the actual process. There are a 
small number of software bugs that cannot be detected using simulators. However, it is still useful to have 
the simulator present during the test with the actual process. During any lulls in activity, the bugs that have 
been uncovered can be verified. changed. and tested using the simulator. This can save considerable time. 
especially if the bug does not occur until a long time after initiation of the process, because simulated time 
can be sped up to reach the point in the process where the bu, 0 occurs. 

S 
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The networking options described in the previous section enable interfacing a simulator to a control system 
at a higher level in the system architecture than was available in the past when individual wiring 
terminations were required at each VO point. This will make the simulator easier to connect and more 
recontigurable. 

On-line Diagnostics 
Modern simulators offer the ability 
to detect faults in operating plants. 

runs in parallel with the plant, 
comparing the model’s outputs with 
the plant outputs. As shown in Fig. 
88. a difference between the two 
indicates a fault. Advanced fault- 
detection algorithms will lead 
engineers directly to the fault. The 
alarm outputs provide high-level 
information about the state of the 
plant because the alarm is based on 
multiple inputs and a model of the 
plant. Alarms based on single 
inputs and no model in 
conventional systems can 
experience alarm-flooding during 
major upsets. In this case, the 
operator is overwhelmed with 
alarms and is forced to ignore them. 

- A well-tuned model of the plant 

k Alarms 

3s. 8. On-line diagnostics are possible with model-based simulators. 

This possibly leads to further upsets caused by an inappropriate response due to a lack of critical process 
information._.[Would-help if we couldmeZion some diagnostic algorithms here.] 

Internet Applications 
The Java programming language provides platform independent applets, which can be downloaded and 
exist temporarily in the client computer‘s memory. This provides a convenient method for sharing 
component models within the process control industry, or between suppliers and customers. For example, 
if a customer were considering purchasing some new process control component, he could download a 
Java (or some other standard) model of the device and try it out before committing to purchase. Vendors 
might also keep models of their equipment online for simulation testing in the design phase. A similar 
technique is already used in electronic design. If a designer wants to try out a new operational amplifier 
from a manufacturer such as Analog Devices, the designer can download a SPICE (Simulation Pro-gam 
with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) model of the device from Analog Device’s website and performance-test 
it in an application. SPICE is a widely used standard electronic design simulation tool. 

.. ~ . ~ .~ . _._._. ._ ._ .. .- . 

Coiiciusioiis 

Simulator technology is increasing on two fronts: that as a result of increasing computing technology and 
that as a result of concerted simulation-related efforts. Emerging computing technology that will 
contribute to future applications of simulators in process control include faster microprocessor system 
architectures. advanced memory networking options. and increased data storage capacity. Emerging 
simulation-related technology that will contribute to future applications of simulators in process control 
include newer integration algorithms. discrete-event simulation tools. and system identification tools. 
Simulators will play more prominent roles in process control in the future due to this available technology 
and the modest cost of modem computing and networking resources. Applications that were unaffordable 
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or impracticable in the past. such as concurrent engineering. simulator-based control system testing, and 
model-based on-line diagnostics will be commonplace in the future. In addition, as the Internet 
revolutionizes other conventional business operations. it will almost surely revolutionize the process 
control industry as well. 
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